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EX ALDERMAN NEWSLETTER 572 AND CHESTERFIELD UNAPPROVED 517 

    
March 11 , 2023 

 

Eight Days in the hospital with IVs in my arm and pills down my throat creates aa 

nightmare of typos.  I’m very sorry but please try and do the best you can.  

 

 

NEW HOUSE COMING  ON FEATHERSTONE  Family out of town and House Sitter 

escaped fire. 
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13518 Featherston 
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West County EMS &Fire Protection Dist command staff on the call were at the meeting 

and got a standing ovation. 

 

 

 

 

 BOARD OF ALDERMAN   

 
 

NEXT MEETING CANCELLED The next Aldermanic meeting on Monday 03/13/23 is 

cancelled due to a lack of a quorum.  Spring vacations are not just for kids. 

 

The only items on the agenda were three Architectural Review items and all passed 

without discussion.  The Maryville Sports arena was not on the agenda. 

 

 

 

UNAPPROVED CHESTERFIELD NEWSLETTER 517 
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22-YEAR OLD TOWN AND COUNTRY MAN PLED GUILTY TO MANSLAUGHTER 

ON CLARKSTON ROAD AND KEHRS Mill WHILE HIGH BEHIND THE WHEEL.  FOR 

KILLING WOMAN WALKING TO HER CAR Here are the details from the County 

Prosecutor’s Office. The crimes occurred at the Total Access medical facility when 

Trenton Geiger ran down medical worker, Marissa Politte  .   

 

On Monday, March 6, Trenton Geiger, 22, pleaded guilty to Involuntary 

Manslaughter 2nd Degree, a Class E Felony; Possession of a Controlled Substance, 

a Class D Felony; Tampering with Physical Evidence in a Felony Prosecution, a 

Class E Felony; and Unlawful Possession of Drug Paraphernalia, a Class D 

Misdemeanor, in Division 6 of St. Louis County Circuit Court. 

 

He was sentenced to two years in prison for each felony count, with all sentences 

to be served concurrently, and fined $250 for the misdemeanor. These were the 

sentences recommended by the St. Louis County Prosecuting Attorney's Office 

pursuant to a plea negotiation. 

 

Geiger admitted that on October 18, 2020, he caused the death of Marissa Politte 

by striking her with a motor vehicle and did so with criminal negligence. He 

passed out behind the wheel, drove through oncoming lanes of traffic, across a 

grassy area, through a parking lot, struck a light pole and a tree before striking 

pedestrian Marissa Politte in front of Total Access Urgent Care, located at at 2501 

Clarkson Rd. in Ballwin. Ms. Politte, who was just leaving work, died as a result of 

her injuries. Geiger also admitted to disposing of nitrous oxide cartridges that were 

in his car and to possessing a controlled substance and drug paraphernalia. 

 

The Ballwin Police Department investigated the incident. Most people think the 

building is in Chesterfield, but it is in a sliver of Balwin. 

 

Though witnesses saw Geiger driving negligently, which resulted in the crash and 

Ms. Politte's death, and he was found disposing of nitrous oxide cartridges, no 

witness saw him taking any intoxicant. A toxicology screening of his blood only 

revealed the presence of THC, and no drug recognition expert witnessed evidence 

of THC intoxication. 
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"This case shows how hard intoxication by drugs other than alcohol can be to 

prove beyond a reasonable doubt, given the current state of toxicology science," 

said St. Louis County Prosecuting Attorney Wesley Bell. "Though no number of 

years in prison can ever compensate for the tragic loss of a life, this young man has 

taken responsibility for his criminal negligence and will serve time, and Ms. 

Politte's loved ones have some closure." 

 

   
Treanton Geiger Cedar Springs Dr Town & Country   Marissa Politte of Ballwin 
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MARCH 3 TO MARCH 4, 2023 

 

23-934: An employee of Friendship Village reported a suspicious vehicle followed her to 
work and the driver called her a name prior to driving off.    

Calls for service included suspicious vehicle, 911 hang up, gas leak, disturbance, motorist 
assist and alarm sounding.        

 

 

March 4, 2023 

 

 

 

CHESTEFIELD POLICE BLOTTER  See the calls, the crime and the arrests 

 

 

 

DAY WATCH WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 22, 2023 

 

AFTERNOON WATCH FEBRUARY 22, 2023 

 

 23-800 - Motor Vehicle Crash Leaving the Scene - Four Seasons: The victim 

reported an elderly female driver crashed into his car, causing minor damage, and left 

the scene.  The reporting party was not certain the suspect knew she had struck his car. 

 The investigating officer identified the elderly driver and issued her a citation for the 

crash.  

 

23-801 - Larceny/Fugitive Arrest - THF:  SEU Officers arrested a suspect who stole 

less than $100 of merchandise from Walmart.  They conducted a computer records 

check and discovered the suspect had an active warrant from St. Louis County for the 

Unlawful Use of a Weapon and was a Person of Interest for a Felony Theft in another 

jurisdiction.   An Officer conveyed the suspect to the station, booked him, and placed 

him into a cell awaiting pick-up.   

 

23-792 - Fugitive Arrest (Update) - The day shift EOS notes a suspect arrested for a 

probation violation originating from Jefferson County.  Officers conveyed the female to 

St. Louis County Jail to await contact from the MO DOC Division of Probation and 

Parole.   
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An Officer picked up a subject with an active Chesterfield Warrant from St. Charles 

County and booked them into our station.  

 

 

 
 

 
23-791 – Fraud – West Dr.:  Victim advised they applied for a loan to repair their 
residence in Florida that was damaged by the hurricane. The loan was refused due to 
an unidentified subject taking out a loan using their businesses name.  
  
23-792 – Fugitive arrest – Long Rd: Officers received a call for a check the welfare. 
While conducting their investigation it was discovered that the subject they were 
checking on had a felony warrant for a probation violation out of Jefferson County. The 
subject was arrested and transported to the station where she was booked then placed 
in holdover awaiting pickup by Jeffco.  
  

 
23-793 – Delayed Assault – Chesterfield Mall: A subject responded to the station to 
report an assault. The subject advised while trying to get personal items back from his 
ex-girlfriend at her work he was assaulted by her and her male boss. At the time of this 
report the officer is attempting to contact the ex-girlfriend and her boss for a interview.  
 

 
23-794 – Domestic assault – Brooking Park:  A female subject was observed by staff 
of Brooking Park smacking her fiancée as they were going out to their car. The incident 
will be forwarded to the Chesterfield PA for review.  
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23-795 – Stolen auto – Monarch Trace Ct: The victim advised that he moved out of 
town, however they kept this property to be used as a rental. The victim left his vehicle 
here in the parking lot with the keys in it and the doors unlocked. The victim returned 
here to the property approximately a month later to find his vehicle had been stolen.  
  

 
23-796 – Larceny – Premium Outlet: SEU officers received a call for two subjects that 
had stolen items from the Coach outlet. While in route to the call one of the SEU officers 
located the suspects vehicle traveling E/B on I-64. That officer conducted a traffic stop 
of the vehicle. Upon contact with the subjects, he located a felony amount of stolen 
items from the Coach store. It was also discovered they had stolen a misdemeanor 
amount of items from Walmart. The subjects were arrested and transported to the 
station for booking. They will later be released pending application of warrants.  
Dominick Waltz 26  Cape Girardeau   
 
02/18/23   Stealing                                                           Chesterfield PD 
02/22/23   Poss Stolen Property, Poss Theft Device  
03/17/22   Failure to Yield      $500 fine                            Cape Girardeau  PD       
01/02/13   Poss of Marijuana, Poss Drug Para, Fail to     Cape Girardeau PD 
                 Signal Turn    5-days jail                     
 
Ralph W Baker  45  Chaffee MO 
 
02/18/23   Operate Mor Vev W/O Lic, Poss Stolen Prop   Chesterfield PD  
 

 
23-799 – Employee theft – THF Blvd: An employee of Macys purchased a shirt on a 
prior day. The employee came back to work and conducted a return on the shirt, but 
never actually returned the shirt. Officers responded and took the employee into 
custody who was later released on a municipal summons.  
Michelle A. Godey  58 
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02/28/23   Stealing   Employee Theft                                         Chesterfield PD 
 
23-829 - Warrant Arrest - Olive/ Nooning Tree - A traffic stop resulted in the driver being 

arrested for active warrants from other jurisdictions. 

 

Officers responded to calls for suspicious vehicles, alarms, check the welfare, and 911 Hang-

ups. 

 

  
No report: Officers responded to a residence on Oak Stand Path where they contacted 
a subject who was just issued a temporary order of protection against her husband. The 
officers served the court order to the husband who left without incident.  
  
Officers responded to calls for service to include alarms, sick cases, vehicle lock out, 
911 hang-up, solicitors, motorist assist, bank escort, traffic hazard, suspicious vehicle 
and an abandoned auto.  
  

Officers also conducted traffic stops and provided routine patrols of businesses, 
neighborhoods, and parks.   
 

MIDNIGHT SHIFT TUES FEB 21, 2023 TO WEDNESDAY FEB 22, 2023 

 

 
23-782-Larceny THF Blvd.-Delayed report of two suspects stealing electronic 

equipment 

 

23-783-Missing person (Check the Welfare) report taken- a fellow AA attendee 

reported that his friend was missing but has no permanent residence.  The repartee 

stated that he last saw the missing person in creve couer  Mo. after attempting to get 

help for her at an outpatient facility.  The reportee stated that the missing person had a 

BAC of .7 and .4 earlier in the week.  Officers attempted to ping the phone and it 

returned to the St. Ann area near a group of Hotels where she is known to stay.  

Attempts to locate the individual at the hotels was made however the hotels refused to 

tell us if the individual was staying at their facility.  St. Ann was notified.  The missing 
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person does not have a car and uses uber. A well fare check was put into the 

computer.    

 

Officers responded to calls for service to include sick cases, disturbances, suspicious 

persons and traffic hazards while providing preventative patrols of residential 

neighborhoods and businesses.    

23-800 - Motor Vehicle Crash Leaving the Scene - Four Seasons: The victim reported an elderly 

female driver crashed into his car, causing minor damage, and left the scene.  The reporting 

party was not certain the suspect knew she had struck his car.  The investigating officer 

identified the elderly driver and issued her a citation for the crash.  

 
23-801 - Larceny/Fugitive Arrest - THF:  SEU Officers arrested a suspect who stole 

less than $100 of merchandise from Walmart.  They conducted a computer records 

check and discovered the suspect had an active warrant from St. Louis County for the 

Unlawful Use of a Weapon and was a Person of Interest for a Felony Theft in another 

jurisdiction.   An Officer conveyed the suspect to the station, booked him, and placed 

him into a cell awaiting pick-up.   

 

Corey Ellis Walters  33 

 
02/22/23   Stealing, Fugitive St. Louis Co PD                            Chesterfield PD 

04/23/19   Attempt Unlawful Use of Weapon Probation/Anger   St. Louis Co PD  

                 Probation extended 

12/22/08   Speeding 20+ over limit  $344 fine                             MO Hwy Patrol                                    

 

 

23-806 - Drugsw - Broadmoor / Oakland Hills - An Officer stopped a suspicious 

vehicle which resulted in the driver being arrested for possession of Ecstasy.  
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23-807 - Drugs - 18375 Chesterfield Airport Rd - A traffic stop resulted in the driver 

being arrested for possession of suspected methamphetamine. 

 

23-808 - CIT - Wildhorse Meadows - Officers responded to a call for a disturbance/ 

sick case - Upon their arrival, they discovered an elderly female with apparent mental 

illness who was bed-ridden and her elderly husband who was incapable of taking care 

of her.  The residence was in an unsanitary condition.  Officers took the report to 

document the situation and will be contacting the Missouri Division of Health and Senior 

Services for follow-up. 

 

23-792 - Fugitive Arrest (Update) - The day shift EOS notes a suspect arrested for a 

probation violation originating from Jefferson County.  Officers conveyed the female to 

St. Louis County Jail to await contact from the MO DOC Division of Probation and 

Parole.   

 

An Officer picked up a subject with an active Chesterfield Warrant from St. Charles 

County and booked them into our station.  

DAY WATCH THURS FEB 24 2023 

 

23-824 Stealing Over: SEU arrested a subject for stealing over $1,000 in clothing from 

Walmart.  State warrant application to be made.  Subject also received a Muni 

summons for False Declaration.    

23-827 Assault: A female Walmart employee reported a male customer repeatedly 

touched her back after being asked several times not to do so.  The customer was 

GOA.  SEU is investigating.    

23-828: An officer was eastbound on I-64 when a vehicle approached from his 

rear at 91mph.  When the officer attempted to stop the vehicle, it accelerated to 

approximately 130mph weaving through traffic and creating a substantial risk to other 

drivers.  No pursuit initiated but the officer did obtain the license plate as the vehicle 

passed.  Proper registration on the vehicle.  Officer is conducting further investigation.    

A subject with a Chesterfield warrant turned himself in at the police department.  He 

was released after posting bond.    

SUNDAY DAY WATCH 02/26/23 

 

*UPDATE* - 23-864 – Weapons Violation – Justus Post:  Officers conducted an in-
custody state warrant application. A warrant was issued for the suspect involved for 
Unlawful Use of a Weapon with a $30,000.00 cash only bond.  
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23-865 - Destruction of Property - 16461 Wildhorse Creek Rd (AC Hotel) - Officers 

were called to a disturbance wherein it was discovered a television in the Hotel room 

where the disturbance occurred had been damaged.  The Hotel wished to press 

charges at which time the guest involved in the disturbance was arrested.   

 

Officers responded to alarms, suspicious persons, suspicious vehicles, sick cases, 

peace disturbances, and loud music calls.   

 

  
23-869 – Fraud/Identity theft – Woodroyal East:  Unknown subjects used the victim’s 
identity to open up two cell phone accounts. The victim found out about these fraudulent 
accounts when she was contacted by a debt collector.  
  
23-870 – Burglary – Tara Oaks Dr.: Residents came home after being gone from their 
residence for approximately 1 hour to find their rear glass patio door shattered. The 
residents immediately left their house and called police. Officers responded and 
conducted a sweep of the residence. At this time the only items found to be missing is 
miscellaneous jewelry.  
  
Officers responded to calls for service to include alarms, motorist assists, injured 
animal, traffic hazards, motor vehicle crashes, suspicious person, check the welfares, 
peace disturbance, 911 hang-up, sick cases, and suspicious vehicles.  
  

Officers also conducted traffic stops and provided routine patrols of businesses, 
neighborhoods, and parks.   
 

 

 
 

AFTERNOON WATCH 02/26/23 

 

 

 

 23-783 (Update) - Missing Person: Officers responded to a hotel in Chesterfield to evict a 

resident at the request of the hotel's management. Staff members reported the female was 

inebriated and that her clothing was soiled with multiple bodily fluids. Officers contacted the 

female and discovered she was intoxicated, breathing, but not responsive. Officers identified 

the suspect as the woman reported as missing. Monarch Paramedics conveyed her to Mercy 
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Hospital for a medical evaluation. Officers notified Eureka PD, the jurisdiction where she was 

last seen, and the individual who reported her as missing. 

 

23-871 - Animal Running Loose - Ridgemeadow: A resident reported her neighbor's dog came 

onto her property and bit her dog. The owner of the "suspect" dog contacted the "victim" dog 

at their residence and a verbal altercation ensued with each party providing conflicting 

statements. The officer will forward the report to the municipal prosecutor. 

 

23-875 - Clayton Rd: A citizen located a dog running loose on Clayton road in the area of the 

Clarkson Valley City Hall, caught it, and brought it to the station. The department chip reader 

failed to produce an identification of the pug. A photo of the dog was posted to the 

department's social media. At the time of this report, the dog remains in our care at the 

request of the midnight shift supervisor in the hope the owner will claim the dog. 

 

 
 

MONDAY AFTERNOON WATCHET 02/27/28  

 

23-783 (Update) - Missing Person: Officers responded to a hotel in Chesterfield to evict a 

resident at the request of the hotel's management. Staff members reported the female was 

inebriated and that her clothing was soiled with multiple bodily fluids. Officers contacted the 

female and discovered she was intoxicated, breathing, but not responsive. Officers identified 

the suspect as the woman reported as missing. Monarch Paramedics conveyed her to Mercy 

Hospital for a medical evaluation. Officers notified Eureka PD, the jurisdiction where she was 

last seen, and the individual who reported her as missing. 

 

TUESDAY DAYWATCH 02/28/28 
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23-891 – Larceny – Private Valley – A resident sold an item online and placed it on her porch to be 
picked up. The item was taken but no money was left.  
  
Officers responded to different locations in Chesterfield twice to assist in locating a Ballwin resident’s 12 
year-old autistic son. The non-verbal subject was located both times by officers and returned to his 
mother.  
  
Calls for service included traffic stops, calls for solicitors, 91 hang-up, motorist assist, assist invalid, 
vehicle crash, EDP, welfare check, fire alarm, and traffic hazard.  
  
Calls for service included traffic stops, calls for solicitors, 91 hang-up, motorist assist, assist invalid, 
vehicle crash, EDP, welfare check, fire alarm, and traffic hazard.  

 

 

TUESDAY 02/28 TO MARCH 1, 2O23 MIDNIGHT SHIFT 

 

 
23-894-Drug arrest- Chesterfield Airport Rd. and Baxter Rd.- Traffic stop resulted in the 

driver of the vehicle being arrested for Possession of a controlled substance (White 

Powder). 

Charles Eisenrkramer  58  Chesterfield MO 

 

02/28/23   Defective Veh Eqquip, Felony Drug Poss                      Chesterfield PD   

 

 

Officers responded to calls for service to include suspicious Vehicles, suspicious 

persons, injuries and sick cases while conducting preventative patrols of residential 

neighborhoods and businesses 

 

 
Vica D Bobocel  42  Overland MO  
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03/01/23   Soliciting W/O Permith 

 

 
 

 
 

Kathryn Heyel 

 

03/01/23   DWI, Improper Lane Change                                     Chesterfield PD 

 

AFTERNOON SHIFT WEDNESDAT 03/01/23 

 

 
Tinisha Dixon  39 

    
03/01/23   Stealing, Resisting Arrest, Drug Vio, Theft Chesterfield PD 

                  Device 

07/01/19   Receiving Stolen Property                        Chesterfield PD 

02/02/19   Stealing                                                     Chesterfield PD  

10/30/17   Stealing   30-days jail                                St. Louis City PD                              

02/21/17   Stealing   FTA Warrant                             St. Ann PD    

03/03/08   Stealing   35-days jail                                St. Louis City PD   

02/28/06   Stealing  SES Probation                            St. Louis City PD  
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12/03/04   Tampering With Utility Meter   30-days     St. Louis City PD 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

MARCH 6, 2023 

 

23-968 - Larceny/ Destruction of Property - 1065 Chesterfield Parkway (Fairfield Inn) - 2 

vehicles had their windows broken out and items stolen while they were parked overnight.  

Report forwarded to the detective bureau. 

 

Update to 23-964 (Domestic Assault) - The Chesterfield Prosecuting Attorney issued in-custody 

warrants against the suspect for Domestic Assault with a $500 bond.   

 

Officers responded to traffic accidents, alarms, traffic hazards, sick cases, 911 hang-ups, citizen 

contacts, and found property 

 

23-976 – CIT/ Overdose/ Attempt suicide – Timberlake Manor Parkway:  Officers 
received a call for a subject who was having suicidal ideologies. Prior to arriving, further 
comments stated the subject was now on the ground and unconscious. Upon officers’ 
arrival it was discovered the subject was overdosing. Officers administered Narcan and 
the subject regained consciousness. The subject was transported to the hospital for 
treatment. If it wasn’t for officers’ quick reactions upon arrival and administering Narcan 
the subject could have succumbed to his drug use.  
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23-975 – Leaving the scene of a motor vehicle crash – Woods Mill/ Olive:  A 
vehicle struck another vehicle from behind. After the crash, the unidentified driver of the 
striking vehicle got out of that car and walked away from the scene without contacting 
the other driver and leaving that car in the roadway. Upon officers’ arrival a search of 
the area for the driver met with negative results. An attempt to contact the registered 
owner met with negative results so the vehicle was towed. See next report.  
  
23-977 – Stolen vehicle – Thunderbird Ct: Approximately an hour after the above 
AALS was taken that same officer received a call for a stolen auto from a residence. 
Upon arrival it was determined that the victim’s vehicle that was stolen was the vehicle 
that was involved in the above crash. The vehicle will be processed by a day shift crime 
scene officer on 3/6/23.  
  
Officers responded to calls for service to include motor vehicle crashes, disturbances, 
sick cases, solicitors, suspicious vehicles, auto fire, suspicious person, alarms, found 
property and a traffic hazard.  
  

Officers also conducted traffic stops and provided routine patrols of businesses, 
neighborhoods, and parks.   
 

CHESTERFIELD CITY COUNCIL MEETNG 03/06/23 

 

 
 

This meeting would have been shorter than the Town and Country meeting if it had not 

been for discussion with a City Council candidate with a councilwoman and the mayor. 

 

 The opening highlight was that Mike Kane, 79, activate with the Historical Society and 

who attends most Council Meetings would be named “Man of the Year” later in March. 
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 Michael “Citizen Kane” Kane. 

 

City Council candidate Pat Tocco then spoke in her opposition to the Internet Sales Tax.  

 
 

 

This brought out discussions with Councilwoman Barb McGuiness followed by Mayor 

Bob Nation what prolonged the meeting.  

 

Next was Ken Katt who spoke against Dillard’s lawsuit over the TIF that eliminated their 

property at the Chesterfield Mall. 

 

Katz referred to Dillard’s attorney as just be another Rudy Giulani, A LIAR. 

Instead of a 20-minute minute it was a 34 minute meeting, 

 

PROP U  To place Prop U on the April ballot drew two NO votes from Barb McGuiness, 

Gary  Budor and Merrell Hansen.  It would have taken two more votes to kill Prop U 

reaching the ballot.  The Mayor  could have broke a 4-4 tie.  

 

CARTOONS 
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